Slide Screen Spring Pin/Plug Instructions
Each slide screen track will include one permanently installed
spring pin and one adjustable plug. Once the slide screen is set in
the track, insert the plug in the track. Once the plug is inserted,
make sure you turn the lever in a closed position to ensure screens
are secured in place. When you lower or seat the lever, if the plug
is easily removed, adjust it by raising the lever and turning it ½ to
1 full turn clockwise and seat the lever again. If it is still loose,
repeat the process until it is snug and not easily removed. The
boat plug should be removed when the screens are removed.

Wind Brace
The (optional) wind brace should only be used during a Hurricane. The brace provides added security against hurricane
forces for your system. If a hurricane is heading to your area, secure the brace to the bottom bar with a bolt, flat washer,
lock washer and wing nut.
Important: If the motor is operated when the brace is secured, the motor and/or system will be damaged. To ensure the
motor is not operated while the brace is secured, remove the batteries from the remote and refrain from using the phone
app (if applicable).
Please note that all Storm Catcher systems passed all required testing without this brace being installed. However, for
added strength we strongly recommend you employ this feature if a storm is threatening your area.

Roll up direction (for manual operation)
Right side access - Insert handle and turn Clockwise to move the screen up and Counter-Clockwise, to move it down.
Left side access - Insert handle and turn Clockwise to move the screen down and Counter-Clockwise, to move it up.

Cleaning Instructions
Clean fabric with one cup of mild detergent along with one cup of household non-toxic cleaner and 3 gallons of warm
water. Rinse with clean water and wipe dry with a soft cloth.

Easy Screen Instructions
Slide the screen in the track and secure the straps and buckles per the instructions located on the back of this page.
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